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Fredmen’s originally delighted face suddenly became heavy.

It is important to regain the abilities of men and reorganize the male power, but life is
even more important!

You can’t take your life in order to play with women, right?

Barena Wei saw his contrast, and asked curiously: “Fredmen, what wrong…is there
anything unspeakable?”

Fredmen showed a helpless expression and said, “Brother Wei, it’s true that I am a
d*mn living eunuch now, brother, and I can’t do anything at all. I went to the hospital and
the doctor couldn’t do anything. You must help me!”

As he said, he hurriedly asked, “Is the medicine your Old Master used once or twice as
toxic? Would you like to get it for me to try?”

Barena Wei hurriedly said, “Brother, don’t try that medicine. If you really break your
body, the gain is not worth the loss!”

As he said, he said again: “By the way, our Wei family is just studying this prescription,
hoping to improve it, so that it not only strengthens the male virility, but also not hurt the
body. If done well, it is possible. It has a strong repairing effect on men’s abilities!”

“Really?!” Fredmen said in surprise: “That’s great! When can I get it out?”



Barena Wei said: “However, this medicine is still short of medicinal materials. If it is to
be completed, it will take two days for the traditional medicine Expo to be held before I
can buy this medicinal material at the Expo.”

Fredmen was overjoyed, let alone two days, as long as he can be cured, he can wait
two years!

So he hurriedly said: “Brother Wei, after the medicine, is made, can you sell me a copy?
I really need this thing now.”

Is it necessary? He is now a living eunuch, if he keeps that way, he might as well cut
himself off.

Barena Wei sighed and said, “It’s not that the Old Master didn’t help you. The materials
needed for this medicine are too precious. It is estimated that in the early trials, only one
copy can be made…”

After finishing speaking, he glanced at Wendy and said with a smile: “However, it is not
impossible to discuss…”

How could Fredmen not know what Barena Wei this old fox meant. He showed a smile
that every man understands, and said directly to Wendy: “Wendy, from now on you will
be Brother Wei’s person. Thank him for me, like serving me. Serve him, you know?”

When Barena Wei heard this, he was immediately excited.

Seeing Wendy’s first glance, he longed for something to happen to this beauty.

But when he heard that she was Fredmen’s niece, he was very disappointed.

But unexpectedly, she turned out to be Fredmen’s lover, and Fredmen directly pushed
Wendy into his hands in order to beg for medicine.

This is really no effort at all!
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Wendy’s heart was somewhat unhappy.

She even hopes to continue to be Fredmen’s lover, and Fredmen can introduce her to
more important people.

In this way, with the help of Fredmen’s aura, she can manage her contacts and
gradually become a lady of Aurous Hill.

At that time, not only will benefit a lot, the Willson Group will also benefit, and she will
also become the support of the Willson Group and the leader of the Willson Group.

But what she didn’t expect was that Fredmen only used herself as a tool. In order to ask
for a medicine, she had to hand over herself to Barena Wei?

I want to be Fredmen’s lover and a celebrity in the upper class, but I don’t want to be a
plaything of the upper class. Once the reputation of the plaything spreads, then I don’t
want to climb up in my life.

So, she took Fredmen’s hand and said, “Fredmen, people love you so much, they want
to be by your side and don’t want to leave you…”

Fredmen was very upset with Wendy at this time, because Wendy was the one with the
least price-performance ratio among the women he had played with.

Therefore, he is now anxious to get rid of Wendy in exchange for the last benefit.

Sending her to Barena Wei naturally became the best choice today.

Now that he has no abilities in that area, he can only watch Wendy and can’t eat it, but if
Wendy is sent out, if the Wei family can really cure his hidden illness, then he can
continue to find other women.

So he said coldly to Wendy: “Stop with me. I ask you to accompany Brother Wei, so you
can accompany him. Where is there so much nonsense?”

Wendy’s aggrieved tears flowed, crying, “Fredmen, didn’t you stay with me because you
like me? If you really like me, how can you give me to someone else?”



Barena Wei on the side was a little uncomfortable, and said: “Oh, Fredmen, since Miss
Wendy has a deep affection for you, then don’t make it difficult!”

Fredmen raised his hand and slapped Wendy, cursing: “You are just a plaything of Mr..
You have to do what Mr. Wei asks you to do, and you dare to disobey? Tell you, if you
don’t accompany me well today Accompanying Brother Wei, I immediately withdrew
from the Willson family and let the Willson family go bankrupt. You must also return the
money I gave you. How can Fredmen help the Willson family? Back to the original
shape, that is what you want!”

Upon hearing this, Wendy was stunned, and a sense of humiliation instantly surged into
her heart.

But what’s the use of humiliation?

Can she refuse Fredmen because of humiliation?

Rejecting Fredmen is very simple. If she doesn’t agree, she can do it.

But what happens after rejection? After refusing, everything goes back to its original
form, the Willson family was waiting for bankruptcy, and her own socialite dream would
also be broken.

Therefore, Wendy could only force a smile and said: “I promise, I promise! I will
definitely take care of Mr. Wei.”

Fredmen sneered and said, “You count as acquaintance!”

As he said, he pushed Wendy into Barena Wei’s arms and smiled: “Go with Mr. Wei
tonight!”

Barena Wei hugged Wendy, feeling very excited, and said with a smile: “Wendy, let me
open a room in the hotel. Let’s get to know each other tonight!”

Wendy quietly wiped away her tears, resentful in her heart.

Once upon a time, Wendy was also the daughter of the Willson family, and was also
sought after by countless people. She also had a proud heart. Looking for a boyfriend



would always be the rich second generation of a big family, and she would not even
look at some of them.

However, she never expected that she would end up like this after she had exhausted
all the functions.
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Fiance Gerald abandoned her and she became Fredmen’s lover, but she was used as a
tool by him and he threw her to Barena Wei. If Barena gets tired of her in the future,
who will she be thrown to?

At this moment, she couldn’t help but think of her cousin Claire.

Claire had never thought so much on her own. She had never been in a relationship
before, and she was married directly to Charlie, a Rubbish, but although Charlie was a
bit Rubbish, Charlie would never let her be insulted like this… ….

In contrast, she may not be a winner.

Barena Wei hugged her tightly in his arms and said to Fredmen with a wry face: “Don’t
worry, Mr. Willson, when we gather the prescription, I will send you the medicine
immediately! Help you regain your power!”

“Great!” Fredmen finally relieved his heart and said with a smile: “Then I can wait for
your good news with peace of mind!”

Barena Wei nodded and looked at the time. He felt a little anxious about doing
something with Wendy, so he smiled at Fredmen and said, “Mr. Willson, it’s not too early
today, or we will be there tonight. Here?”

Fredmen knew that Barena Wei couldn’t wait to take Wendy to spend the night together,
and his heart couldn’t help but feel envy.

But he nodded very generously and smiled: “Okay, that’s it for tonight, you two go first!”

After speaking, he said to Wendy: “Serve President Wei well, do you understand?”



Wendy nodded humiliatingly, and could only say honestly: “I understand…”

This night, Wendy became Barena Wei’s lover again.

Although Wendy was deeply disgusted with this new title, Barena Wei was amazed at
her performance in that respect.

This evening, Barena Wei also found his second spring on Wendy’s body.

So, after the harvest, he held Wendy and promised her: “You don’t need to accompany
the old fellow Fredmen anymore. Follow me steadfastly and I will make you a queen.”

Wendy finally felt better when he said this.

If Barena Wei could make her something, it would not be a bad thing to follow him.

After all, although he is not as rich as Fredmen, at least he is much younger than
Fredmen, and, it seems, he is not the kind of man who can give her to others casually.

……

Early the next morning, news of the disappearance of the Gao family and his son
continued to ferment.

It is said that the Gao family raised the reward to 10 million, and many small gangsters
on the road began to look for the whereabouts of the father and son, hoping to get rich
overnight.

It is a pity that the Gao family and his son have been wiped out, and they no longer exist
between heaven and earth.

After breakfast, Claire went to the studio, and Jacob went to the Antique Association. It
is said that he is learning antique appreciation from Master in the association recently.
As for Elaine, she was as scared as a dog yesterday, but she went to play
Mahjongagain early this morning with heavy makeup.

Charlie was mopping the floor alone at home, and suddenly received a call from Warnia,
the eldest of the Song family.



Charlie pressed the answer button while dragging the ground.

Warnia’s gentle voice sounded, and she asked respectfully: “Mr. Wade, are you at home
now?”

“Yes.” Charlie asked curiously: “You have something to do with me?”
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Charlie asked curiously: “Are you looking for me?”

Warnia smiled slightly and said, “That’s right. Our Song family invested in a high-end
club in Jinka District. We want to send you a supreme membership card. Now I’m
downstairs in your house.”

Charlie said indifferently: “Come up directly, I’m at home.”

Warnia hurriedly said, “That’s great, I will come up right now.”

Charlie hung up with a hum.

A few minutes later, Warnia rang the doorbell.

Charlie opened the door, and his eyes lit up.

Today Warnia is wearing a long black evening dress, trimmed very close to the body,
showing her thin willow-like waist perfectly. Under the skirt with short front and long
back, there are a pair of white and flawless long legs. Like a beautiful jade.

Coupled with her glamorous and noble face, as well as the high-ranking temperament
she has cultivated for a long time, the whole person is as beautiful as a night elf.

Her dress was so stunning, Charlie couldn’t help but look more.

“Mr. Wade.”



Warnia owed her body. When she came, she deliberately put on makeup and dressed
up. Seeing Charlie’s amazing eyes, she couldn’t help feeling sweet.

Charlie nodded lightly: “Come in and sit down.”

Warnia gave a hum, and cautiously followed Charlie in.

After the two of them sat down, Warnia took out a VIP card made of pure platinum and
offered them respectfully with both hands.

“Mr. Wade, this is the supreme VIP card of the Brilliant Club. Only one card has been
made. Only you have it. It is a bit of my heart. Anytime you come to the Brilliant Club,
you can use this card for free for life.”

The glorious club that just opened has been a hot topic in Aurous Hill’s upper class
these days.

Because it is a club invested by the Song family, the overall investment is extremely
high, and it has been built for several years before finally being completed. It can be
regarded as the top high-end business club in Aurous Hill.

With the support of the Song family, Aurous Hill and almost all the big figures in the
entire Nanguang province gathered here.

The more such big people gather together, the better the best choice for business talks,
cooperation, and expansion of contacts. So before it opened, it was sought after by
countless people, and everyone wanted to become a member of the brilliant club.

However, in order to ensure the high-end of the club, members here have very strict
threshold restrictions.

Brilliant members are divided into four levels: ordinary member, senior member, vip
member, and senior vip member. As for the supreme vip card sent by Warnia to Charlie,
it is unique, so the outside world simply does not know it.

Among them, just the lowest ordinary member, the membership fee is one million, the
premium member is five million, and the VIP member is tens of millions.



To become a senior VIP member, you must be a patriarch with a family asset of tens of
billions, otherwise it is impossible.

Therefore, to the outside world, senior VIP is already a top member.

Charlie didn’t have much interest in this kind of thing, but it was not easy to refute
Warnia’s face. After all, she made a special membership for him. If he refused, it would
seem a little unreasonable.

So he took the supreme membership card, smiled and thanked her, then put it in his
pocket.

At this time, Warnia looked at Charlie, hesitated for a moment, and said somewhat
embarrassingly: “Mr. Wade, besides that, I have a gratuitous request. I wonder if Mr.
Wade can do it.”
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Charlie said lightly: “Talk about it.”

Warnia hurriedly said: “Mr. Wade, our family invested more than one billion in the
brilliant club. It can be regarded as a relatively large project. I am afraid that there will be
any mistakes. I hope you can help to take a look at the feng shui and stop the disaster
and bring blessing.”

Warnia said so, she was a little nervous, she didn’t know if Charlie would agree, she
looked at Charlie nervously with her big eyes.

Charlie smiled faintly, thinking that the Song family had always been doing well and was
loyal to him. In addition, Warnia came to the door in person this time and had a very
respectful attitude, so why not just go and take a look.

So, he nodded and said: “If this is the case, then I will come with you.”

Warnia hurriedly said: “Thank you Mr. Wade for taking the time out of your busy
schedule. My car is downstairs at your house. We can leave at any time. When is it
convenient for you?”



Charlie said: “Let’s do it now, just to see how your club is doing.”

Warnia was overjoyed and hurriedly accompanied Charlie out respectfully.

……

Soon, Warnia’s Rolls-Royce stopped at the door of the brilliant club.

Brilliant Club is located in Jinka District, the most prosperous area in Aurous Hill.

The Song family started this project a few years ago, and it was only recently
completed.

This clubhouse is run by the top domestic architects, and the decoration style is also at
the forefront of the trend, extremely luxurious.

As soon as the car stopped, a waiter immediately came forward to open the door, and
Charlie and Warnia walked off.

After getting off, Warnia respectfully said to Charlie: “Mr. Wade, please follow me.”

Charlie nodded, and first glanced at the facade of the entire clubhouse.

The exterior shape of the glorious clubhouse looks rich and magnificent, and the
luxurious atmosphere reveals a trace of nobility. The two white marble pillars are carved
with dragon patterns, which are lifelike and daunting.

From the moment you step into the clubhouse, the floor is covered with a layer of
handmade wool carpets.

The size of such a wool carpet is almost tens of thousands of square meter. For a
thousand square meters of space in the entire hall, the money spent on the stall alone is
tens of millions!

Warnia respectfully followed by her side, pointing to the walls around the hall that were
tens of meters high, and said to Charlie: “Mr. Wade, these murals are world-class
cultural treasures, and each mural is worth about tens of millions.”



Charlie nodded and said, “There is a country in the Middle East called Abu Dhabi. The
grand mosque there is like this as a whole, but what you deal with here is just right,
without such a strong religious color.”

“Yes.” Warnia said cautiously: “After all, most of us in China are atheists and don’t
promote too much feudal superstition, so we tried to avoid religious and cultural styles
when we designed this club from the beginning. .”

After that, Warnia pointed to a ten-meter-high, very huge ceiling crystal lamp at the top
of the hall. This crystal lamp is not only huge in size, but also very bright, making the
whole room like daylight, with bright lights.

Warnia continued: “Mr. Wade, this crystal chandelier is made of natural crystal and
weighs 8.8 tons. It was acquired by the Song family after a lot of connections and effort,
and in order to get it from Europe. To bring it here, we specially assemble it by airlift
from Austria to Aurous Hill.”

Charlie said: “Feng Shui said that in all business places and all serious business, the
light should not be too dark. The darker the light, the more it affects Feng Shui, so you
can never save money on the lamp.”

Warnia nodded and said, “Mr. Wade I will note this down.”

After that, Warnia smiled at Charlie and said, “Mr. Wade, the top floor here is not open
to the public. Except for the Song family, only you, the only supreme VIP, can go up.
Why don’t we go to the top floor to take a look?”

Charlie nodded slightly: “Okay.”


